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Introduction 

This qualification specification outlines the key information related to the QNUK Level 2 Award in Vehicle 
Searching (RQF) to ensure they are able to make an informed decision in regard to the qualifications they are 
undertaking. 

Qualification purpose 

This qualification is aimed at security staff involved with the process and operational requirements for 
searching vehicles when entering or leaving a designated area. Industry best practice, safety and methodology 
are instructed and practiced as part of this qualification to provide a robust working knowledge and skills 
required to perform effective vehicle searching. 

Qualification objective 

This is a qualification that indicates an individual can undertake a specific role in the workplace and that may be 
relied upon by employers. 

Qualification structure 

Qualification accreditation number 603/5158/5  

Qualification level 2 

Guided learning hours (GLH) 6 

Total Qualification Time (TQT) 6 

Credit value 1 

Validity Recommended refresher every 3 years 

 
Pre-requisites 

Due to the language of the assessment, it is recommended that learners have sufficient command of the 
English language in order to understand the assessment and to undertake the recommended assessment 
methods. 

Learners should be at least 18 years old in order to undertake the qualification 

Learners should hold an existing Level 2 or Level 3 SIA licence linked qualification or hold the required 
approvals to operate lawfully within the security environment. 

Delivery requirements 

This qualification is typically delivered in a face-to-face format over 6 hours, with a combination of classroom and 
practical activities. 
Learners should ideally complete the qualification within 8 weeks. 

Optional and additional units 

There are no related units for this qualification.  

Blended learning 

Blended learning is not available for this qualification 

Geographical coverage 
This qualification is available to Learners in England. The Qualification can be delivered in other countries; 
however, candidate should be aware that the content is designed to meet current English legislation. 
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Units of assessment 

This qualification is made up of two mandatory units 

Unit one title General requirements for conducting a vehicle search 

Unit one reference number J/617/8327 

Level 2 

Guided learning hours 3 

Status Mandatory 

 

Unit two title Performing a successful vehicle search 

Unit one reference number T/617/8338 

Level 2 

Guided learning hours 3 

Status Mandatory 

  

Details on the knowledge, skill and understanding which will be assessed can be found in Appendix 1 and 2 of 
this document. 
 

Assessment overview 

Learners are assessed for this qualification using the following methods: 

• Multiple choice question paper 

• Observational assessments 
 

Multiple choice question paper 

Each learner will be assessed for this qualification by the combination of a multiple-choice question paper and 
observational assessments to provide evidence of the required knowledge, skills and behaviours for this 
qualification. 

Method Multiple choice question paper (MCQ) 

Language of assessment English  

Grading Pass/Fail 

Pass mark 70% 

 

Observational assessment 

Method Observational Assessments 

Language of assessment English 

Grading Pass/Fail 

Pass mark 100% 

 

Reasonable adjustments 

All learners are required to complete the assessment in a manner appropriate to the purpose of the qualification, 
including achieving the required pass mark. 
The prescribed assessment method for this qualification should not unfairly disadvantage learners with special 
needs who would otherwise be able to demonstrate competence in the assessment, in line with the purpose of 
the qualification. 
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If you feel the assessment method indicated above would disadvantage you due to your learning needs, please 
contact your centre to discuss what reasonable adjustments can be made. 

Results 

Once you have completed your assessment, the centre will submit their results to Qualifications Network for 
moderation within 10 working days of the date of assessment. We will issue verified results and appropriate 
certification to the approved centre within 7 working days of receiving those results. Results and/or certificates 
will then be forwarded to learners by the Centre. Learners should expect to receive all results within 20 working 
days of the date they take the assessment. If they have not received them within 25 working days, they should 
contact their centre in the first instance. 

Progression routes 

Learners undertaking this qualification may wish to progress in to other related qualifications. Including: 

• QNUK Level 2 Award in Preventing Violence in the Workplace (RQF) 

• QNUK Level 2 Award in Principles of Customer Service (RQF) 

• QNUK Level 2 Award in Fire Safety for Fire Marshals (RQF) 

• QNUK Level 3 Award in Health and Safety in the Workplace (RQF) 

• QNUK Level 2 Award In Manual Handling Loads at Work (RQF) 

• QNUK Level 3 Award for First Responders (RQF) 

• QNUK Level 2 Award in Principles of Workplace Risk Assessment (RQF) 

• QNUK Level 3 Award in Security Management (RQF) 

Acceptable forms of I.D. 

All learners must provide suitable identification documentation (I.D.) prior to being allowed to take an 
assessment for this qualification. This is a regulatory requirement. Centres must ensure that all I.D. is checked 
and the I.D. type noted on the Cohort Register.  

Learners who do not have an acceptable form of I.D. will not be allowed to take the assessment.  

The list below outlines acceptable forms of identification for learners undertaking a regulated qualification with 
Qualifications Network 
Ideally learners should provide at least 1 form of photo I.D. If photo I.D is not available, 2 forms of non-
photographic I.D can be accepted. 

Acceptable forms of photographic I.D (1 required) are:  
 

• Signed UK Photo card driving licence  

• Signed passport (any nationality)  

• Valid EU Photo identity card  

• SIA security licence (with photo)  

• Current and valid warrant card issued by HM forces or Police  

• Current and valid Prison service card (with photo)  

• Proof of age card  

• Employee photo identification card  

• Student photo identification card for a recognised educational establishment 
Firearms license (with photo) 

Acceptable forms of non-photographic I.D (2 required) are:  

• Birth certificate 

• Marriage/civil partnership certificate 

• Bank or building society statement or official letter (issued within last 3 months) 

• Credit card statement (issued within last 3 months) 

• Utility bill – excluding mobile phone bill (issued within last 3 months) 

• Benefit statement e.g. child benefit, pension (issued within last 3 months) 
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Appendix 1 Learning Outcomes and Assessment criteria 

 

Unit 1 General requirements for conducting a vehicle search 
The following details the Learning Outcomes for this qualification and the assessment criteria referred 
to within the assessment and used to determine if a learner has met a learning outcome. Further 
details of how learning outcomes and assessment criteria are covered is included in Appendix 2 
Indicative Content. 
Learning Outcome 1: Know the general requirements for a vehicle search 

Assessment 
Method 

MCQ Obs 

 1.1 The types of unauthorised cargo   

 1.2 Threat assessment of client premises   

 1.3 Establishing a safe environment   

 1.4 Equipment used to assist effective vehicle searching   

 1.5 Documentation used for verification   

 1.6 Pre-search requirements   

 1.7 Driver interview   

 1.8 Security Seals   

 1.9 The 8 stages of conducting a vehicle search   

 1.10 Signs of vehicle tampering or concealment   

 1.11 Options upon discovering unauthorised cargo   

 

  
Assessment 

Method 

Unit 2 Performing a successful vehicle search 
The following details the Learning Outcomes for this qualification and the assessment criteria referred 
to within the assessment and used to determine if a learner has met a learning outcome. Further 
details of how learning outcomes and assessment criteria are covered is included in Appendix 2 
Indicative Content. 
Learning Outcome 1: Is able to perform a successful vehicle search  

MCQ Obs 

 2.1 Establish and maintain a safe environment    

 2.2 Communicate effectively with the driver and passengers   

 2.3 Conduct a vehicle search in line with operational requirements   

 2.4 Ensure personal safety throughout   

 2.5 Perform an effective vehicle search   
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Appendix 2 Indicative content 

Unit 1 – Know the general requirements for conducting a vehicle search 

1.1 The types of unauthorised cargo 

Fruits of crime, Illegal items, Prohibited items, Unauthorised passengers. 

1.2 Threat assessment of client premises 

Type of business, profile of visitors and deliveries, profile of staff and assets, local intelligence, known threats 

1.3 Establishing a safe environment 

Away from highway/moving vehicles, visibility, lighting, ventilation, ground conditions, elemental considerations, 
waiting area for passengers. 

1.4 Equipment used to assist effective vehicle searching 

Mats, light, mirror, endoscope/flexicam, TED, CO2, screwdrivers, steps 

1.5 Documentation used for verification 

Driver ID, Consignment/delivery notice 

1.6 Pre-search requirements 

Authentication, engine off, surrender of keys, driver and passengers out, passengers to waiting area, driver to 
assist 

1.7 Driver interview 

Observing behaviour, vehicle appearance, knowledge of vehicle/goods, motive questioning, stress or deception 
indicators, polite, respectful, professional 

1.8 Security Seals 

Ties, labels/tags, tape, wires, bolt seals, skirted lorries, source application/verification, broken seals  

1.9 The 8 stages of conducting a vehicle search 

Surroundings, outside, underneath, wheels, boot/cargo, bonnet, inside, functions 
 

1.10 Signs of vehicle tampering or concealment 

Unusually dirty/clean areas/components, new bolts/screws, worn screw heads, unprofessional wiring, unusual 
weighting to doors/spare tyres, body panels/internal panels not flush fitting, elevated flooring/covers, driver 
behaviour, locked compartments, loose fixtures or fittings, absence of personal items, tampering or damage to 
cargo 

1.11 Options upon discovering unauthorised cargo 
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Refuse, report, detain, record, inform, police 

 

Unit 2 – Is able to perform a successful vehicle search 

2.1 Establish and maintain a safe environment 

Away from highway/moving vehicles, visibility, lighting, ventilation, ground conditions, elemental considerations, 
waiting area for passengers, PPE 

2.2 Communicate effectively with the driver and passengers 

Polite, respectful, clear, effective interview, thanks 

2.3 Plan a vehicle search in line with operational requirements 

Prior knowledge of ORs, methodical process of the 8 (or less depending on ORs) stages 

2.4 Ensure personal safety throughout 

Effective communication and monitoring of driver, 3-point stance (entering or leaving vehicle), using driver to 
perform opening/closing of all vehicle areas, hands away from engine fan and heated parts, do not operate any 
switches, leavers, handles or buttons, Wind brace open doors. 

2.5 Perform an effective vehicle search 

Methodical process, thorough, identify and investigate concerns, robust, reliable  

 

 

 


